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 TRACKER WEB SERVER 
 USER GUIDE 

1. Introduction 

Tracker Web Server provides direct access to your Tracker-related reports, documents, 

project and other data, and online training courses live over the Web. It has an easy-to-

use menu system that lets you drill down to the required information. 

The aim of this User Guide is to help you successfully access your online data and 

work with it as required. It includes information on the following: 

• logging in 

• accessing data on the Tracker Web Service 

• exploring the Reports section 

• exploring the Actions section 

• exploring the Statutory Inspections section 

• exploring the Contractors section 

• maintaining a library 

• taking an online training course 

• closing down Tracker Web Server. 

In order to view your documents online, you will need to have Adobe Acrobat Reader 

installed. You can download this for free from www.adobe.com and a link is provided 

on Tracker Web Server for this purpose. 

2. Logging in 

Tracker Web Server is password protected. To gain access to your documents via 

Tracker Web Server, you must log in to the Tracker Web Server using both of the 

following: 

• your client ID (as defined in the Tracker system) 

• the password given to you. 

There are two types of client password: 

• read-only password – which allows you only to view your documents 

• edit password – which enables you also to edit and save. 
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To log in to Tracker Web Server: 

1.  Open your Browser. 

2.  Type the domain name of your asbestos surveying company in the address line of 

the Browser. 

For example: 

www.greenhillasbestosonline.co.uk 

www.asbestosinc-online.co.uk 

www.abcasbestoslive.co.uk 

3.  Locate the client login section of the website. 

 

4.  Log in by entering your client ID and password as provided by your asbestos 

surveying company and clicking OK. 

� Ticking the Remember my password tick box saves you from having to remember your 

password each time you log in. 
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3. Accessing data on the Tracker Web Service

Once you have logged in, the Tracker Web Server 

� Note that your homepage may look slightly different to the on

may include your surveying 

also contain more or fewer 

From this screen, you can access the main areas of the Tracker Web Service

what they are depend o

following links may be available:

• Compliance 

• Reports 

• Actions 

• Statutory Inspections

• Contractors 

• Library. 

If you have Asbestos Tracker CDs then the data from the CDs can also be available on 

Tracker Web Server too. If it is, then a link appears on the 

Tracker CD. 

You can use the Browser’s 

Should you need to print any information from the Tracker Web Server, use your 

Browser’s print functionality.
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Accessing data on the Tracker Web Service

Once you have logged in, the Tracker Web Server homepage is displayed. 

omepage may look slightly different to the one displayed here as it 

surveying company’s logo or company contact details and 

more or fewer customised links. 

From this screen, you can access the main areas of the Tracker Web Service

what they are depend on the data you have available online. A selection of the 

following links may be available: 

Statutory Inspections 

If you have Asbestos Tracker CDs then the data from the CDs can also be available on 

too. If it is, then a link appears on the homepage to the Asbestos 

rowser’s Back button to return to the previous screen at any time.

Should you need to print any information from the Tracker Web Server, use your 

wser’s print functionality. 
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Accessing data on the Tracker Web Service 

 

e displayed here as it 

and it may 

 

From this screen, you can access the main areas of the Tracker Web Service—exactly 

. A selection of the 

If you have Asbestos Tracker CDs then the data from the CDs can also be available on 

omepage to the Asbestos 

button to return to the previous screen at any time. 

Should you need to print any information from the Tracker Web Server, use your 
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4. Viewing the Compliance graphs

The Compliance graphs give you a view of your compliant and non

where compliant sites are those with no overdue actions or inspections.

on the sections of the graphs

inspections etc. 

To access your Compliance graphs

1.  Click on the Compliance

 
Four graphs are displayed.

The first graph shows compliant vs. non

The other three graphs explode the

providing a representation of:

• non-compliant sites by Managing Agent

• non-compliant sites by Area

• non-compliant sites by Sector.

2.  Hover the mouse over any sector of the graphs to see the number of sites in that 

sector displayed in a tooltip

The following example shows that the non

3.  Click on a sector to drill down to the list of sites that it contains

4.  Click on a site to drill down to 

or project type. 
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Viewing the Compliance graphs 

The Compliance graphs give you a view of your compliant and non-compliant sites, 

where compliant sites are those with no overdue actions or inspections. You can click 

on the sections of the graphs and drill down to the underlying reports, actions, 

Compliance graphs: 

Compliance link: 

 
displayed. 

The first graph shows compliant vs. non-compliant sites. 

The other three graphs explode the information for the non-compliant sites by 

providing a representation of: 

compliant sites by Managing Agent 

compliant sites by Area 

compliant sites by Sector. 

Hover the mouse over any sector of the graphs to see the number of sites in that 

displayed in a tooltip. 

The following example shows that the non-compliant sector consists of 4 sites.

 

Click on a sector to drill down to the list of sites that it contains. 

site to drill down to the required information by either project number 
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compliant sites, 

You can click 

and drill down to the underlying reports, actions, 

 

compliant sites by 

Hover the mouse over any sector of the graphs to see the number of sites in that 

compliant sector consists of 4 sites. 

information by either project number 
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5. Exploring the Reports section

The Reports section provides you with different ways to 

project, date, site or type of work

To access your reports:

1.  Click on the Reports link

 
A list of the ways in which you can search for the required report

2.  Click on one of the

• Project – useful if you know the project or job number

• Date – enabling you to locate the report by the month 

• Site – letting

You can also search for a site by name by typing the name in the 

clicking the Search

actions related to the site and also Statutory Inspection details.

• Project Type

selecting the project type, then the project and the document.

The following screen shows an example of the list of reports dis

viewed by project:

3.  Click on a report to view it.

Tracker Web Server

 

Exploring the Reports section 

eports section provides you with different ways to view your documents

or type of work. 

To access your reports: 

Click on the Reports link: 

the ways in which you can search for the required reports is displayed

one of the options to access the available reports: 

useful if you know the project or job number 

enabling you to locate the report by the month it was produced

ting you drill down by site and then by project or by project type. 

You can also search for a site by name by typing the name in the 

Search button. Selecting a site lets you view overdue and open 

ted to the site and also Statutory Inspection details. 

ype – enabling you to drill down to the required report by first 

selecting the project type, then the project and the document. 

The following screen shows an example of the list of reports displayed when 

viewed by project: 

Click on a report to view it. 
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documents – by 

is displayed. 

 

was produced 

project or by project type.  

You can also search for a site by name by typing the name in the box and 

button. Selecting a site lets you view overdue and open 

enabling you to drill down to the required report by first 

played when 
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6. Exploring the Actions section

The Actions section of the Tracker Web Server allows you to track actions across your 

sites. These actions are usually related to work undertaken, such as asbestos

or reinspections booked.

To display the actions: 

1.  Click on the Actions link:

 
A list of the ways in which you can filter the actions is displayed.

2.  Select an option to view the actions:

• Show open actions

• Show overdue actions

and have passed their a

• Actions complete

• Show actions becoming due

� New actions can be added by selecting the 

the action and clicking Save.
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Exploring the Actions section 

The Actions section of the Tracker Web Server allows you to track actions across your 

sites. These actions are usually related to work undertaken, such as asbestos

or reinspections booked. 

 

Click on the Actions link: 

the ways in which you can filter the actions is displayed. 

an option to view the actions: 

Show open actions –displays your open action list 

overdue actions –displays all actions that have not been completed 

passed their action due date 

Actions complete –lists the completed actions 

Show actions becoming due –shows actions that will be due soon.

New actions can be added by selecting the Log new action link, entering the details of 

the action and clicking Save. 
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The Actions section of the Tracker Web Server allows you to track actions across your 

sites. These actions are usually related to work undertaken, such as asbestos removed 

 

displays all actions that have not been completed 

shows actions that will be due soon. 

link, entering the details of 
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Action details are displayed in a table. 

the overdue actions 

There is an Edit button for each action on the table. 

• amend action details

• send an email 

� Refer to Section 6.1, Amending action details, and Section 

instructions on how to perform these actions.

6.1 Amending action details

You can edit action details to add notes to the action, change the dates set or amend 

information held. You might also edit the details to mark an action as complete

To amend any of the action details

1.  Display a list of actions.

2.  Click the Edit button

A screen is displayed in which you can amend the following details:

• action description

• action due date

• who the action is assigne

• telephone number of the person the action is assigned to

• email address of the person the action is assigned to

• notes. 

Tracker Web Server

 

Action details are displayed in a table. The following screen shows an example of 

actions list: 

button for each action on the table. Click this button to:

amend action details 

send an email about the action to approved contractors. 

.1, Amending action details, and Section 6.2, Sending an action email, for 

instructions on how to perform these actions. 

Amending action details 

You can edit action details to add notes to the action, change the dates set or amend 

You might also edit the details to mark an action as complete

nd any of the action details: 

Display a list of actions. 

button on the same row as the action you want to amend

A screen is displayed in which you can amend the following details: 

action description 

action due date 

who the action is assigned to 

telephone number of the person the action is assigned to 

email address of the person the action is assigned to 

Tracker Web Server 
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screen shows an example of 

 

Click this button to: 

email, for 

You can edit action details to add notes to the action, change the dates set or amend 

You might also edit the details to mark an action as completed. 

you want to amend. 
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3.  Make the required changes.

To change a date, click the 

select the required date.

� When an action has been completed, enter a date in the

remove it from the open actions list.

4.  Click the Save button to save your amendments.

6.2 Sending an action 

The emailing facility makes it easy for you to contact 

a particular action, for example to request a quote or to give an instruction to 

undertake work.  

To send an email about an action to anyone on your list o

1.  Display a list of actions.

2.  Click the Edit button on the same row as the action

an email. 

3.  Scroll down to the 

Tracker Web Server

 

Make the required changes. 

To change a date, click the Change button to display a calendar on which you can 

select the required date. 

When an action has been completed, enter a date in the Action completed date

remove it from the open actions list. 

button to save your amendments. 

action email  

The emailing facility makes it easy for you to contact a group of contractors regarding 

, for example to request a quote or to give an instruction to 

send an email about an action to anyone on your list of approved contractors

Display a list of actions. 

button on the same row as the action about which you want to send 

Scroll down to the Send email section. 

Tracker Web Server 
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button to display a calendar on which you can 

Action completed date box to 

a group of contractors regarding 

, for example to request a quote or to give an instruction to 

f approved contractors: 

about which you want to send 
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4.  Enter your email address in the 

5.  Select the recipients of 

a contractor’s email address.

6.  If you would like a copy of the email also to be sent to you

inbox, ensure the Send copy to me

7.  Type the details of your message

The action details are clearly set out at the bottom of the text of the message.

8.  Click the Send button to send the email.

7. Exploring the Statutory Inspections section

The Statutory Inspections section of the Tracker Web Server 

number of ways to access 

sites. 

To display the statutory inspections:

1.  Click on the Statutory Inspections link:

A screen listing the ways in which you can view statutory inspection details is

displayed. 

2.  Select an option to view the stat

• Calendar view

inspection type has a column. For each inspection type, a completed date 

and a next due date is listed. The dates are c

becoming due and red is overdue. If there is no colour on a date, it does not 

require attention

• Inspections due this month

month 

• Inspections overdue

• Show all statutory inspections 
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Enter your email address in the Email from box. 

Select the recipients of the email from your list of approved contractors or type in 

email address. 

If you would like a copy of the email also to be sent to your personal email 

Send copy to me tick box is ticked. 

Type the details of your message where indicated. 

The action details are clearly set out at the bottom of the text of the message.

button to send the email. 

Exploring the Statutory Inspections section

The Statutory Inspections section of the Tracker Web Server provides you wi

number of ways to access details of the scheduled statutory inspections across your 

To display the statutory inspections: 

Click on the Statutory Inspections link: 

 
A screen listing the ways in which you can view statutory inspection details is

Select an option to view the statutory inspections: 

Calendar view – displays a table in which each site has a row and each 

inspection type has a column. For each inspection type, a completed date 

and a next due date is listed. The dates are colour coded so that amber is 

becoming due and red is overdue. If there is no colour on a date, it does not 

require attention 

Inspections due this month – displays all inspections due this calendar 

Inspections overdue –lists the inspections currently passed their due date

Show all statutory inspections – lists all statutory inspections recorded.
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the email from your list of approved contractors or type in 

r personal email 

The action details are clearly set out at the bottom of the text of the message. 

Exploring the Statutory Inspections section 

provides you with a 

across your 

A screen listing the ways in which you can view statutory inspection details is 

 

displays a table in which each site has a row and each 

inspection type has a column. For each inspection type, a completed date 

so that amber is 

becoming due and red is overdue. If there is no colour on a date, it does not 

due this calendar 

passed their due date 

recorded. 
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� New statutory inspections 

entering the details of the 

Statutory inspection

an example of the 

There is an Edit button for each 

• amend inspection

• send an email to approved contractors

• view inspection documents

• upload further inspection documents

• adding a new statutory inspection.

� Refer to Section 7.1, Amending 

Section 7.3, Viewing and adding inspection documents,

statutory inspection, for instructions on how to perform these actions.

7.1 Amending statutory inspection 

You can edit statutory inspection 

dates set or amend the description

inspection as completed.

To amend any of the action details:

1.  Click the Edit button on the same row as the 

A screen is displayed in which you can amend the following details:

• inspection due date

• inspection description

• inspection reminder date

• inspection email address

• inspection completed

• notes. 

Tracker Web Server

 

statutory inspections can be added by selecting the Add new inspection

entering the details of the inspection and clicking Save. 

Statutory inspection details are displayed in a table. The following screen shows 

an example of the inspections due this month: 

button for each inspection on the table. Click this button to:

inspection details 

send an email to approved contractors 

view inspection documents 

upload further inspection documents 

adding a new statutory inspection. 

.1, Amending statutory inspection details, Section 7.2, Sending an email, 

.3, Viewing and adding inspection documents, and Section 7.4, Adding a new 

for instructions on how to perform these actions.  

statutory inspection details 

statutory inspection details to add notes to the inspection, change the 

the description. You might also edit the details to mark an 

inspection as completed. 

To amend any of the action details: 

button on the same row as the inspection. 

A screen is displayed in which you can amend the following details: 

due date 

description 

inspection reminder date 

inspection email address 

inspection completed date 

Tracker Web Server 
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inspection link, 

details are displayed in a table. The following screen shows 

 

on the table. Click this button to: 

.2, Sending an email, 

.4, Adding a new 

, change the 

ht also edit the details to mark an 
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2.  Make the required changes.

To change a date, click the 

select the required date.

� When an inspection has 

box to record this information

3.  Click the Save button to save your amendments.

7.2 Sending an inspection 

The emailing facility below the statutory inspection 

contractor to carry out a statutory inspectio

1.  Click the Edit button on the same row as the action.

2.  Scroll down to the 

3.  Enter your email address in the 

4.  Select the recipients of the email from your list of approved contr

a contractor’s email address.

5.  If you would like a copy of the email also to be sent to your personal email 

inbox, ensure the Send copy to me

Tracker Web Server

 

Make the required changes. 

To change a date, click the Change button to display a calendar on which you can 

select the required date. 

When an inspection has been completed, enter a date in the Inspection date

record this information. 

button to save your amendments. 

inspection email  

below the statutory inspection details can be used to request a 

ontractor to carry out a statutory inspection: 

button on the same row as the action. 

Scroll down to the Send email section. 

Enter your email address in the Email from box. 

Select the recipients of the email from your list of approved contractors or type in 

a contractor’s email address. 

If you would like a copy of the email also to be sent to your personal email 

Send copy to me tick box is ticked. 

Tracker Web Server 
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ay a calendar on which you can 

Inspection date completed 

can be used to request a 

 

actors or type in 

If you would like a copy of the email also to be sent to your personal email 
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6.  Type the details of your message where indicated.

The inspection details are clearly set out at the bottom of the text of the message.

7.  Click the Send button to send the email.

7.3 Viewing and adding 

All documents stored for a statutory inspection are available online, below the email 

facility. New documents can also be uploaded. To access these documents:

1.  Click the Edit button on the same row as the action.

2.  Scroll down to the 

Any stored documents are listed.

3.  Click on a document in the list to view it.

4.  To upload further statutory inspection documents

• scroll down to the Add a new document section

• select the file

• click the Upload
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Type the details of your message where indicated. 

details are clearly set out at the bottom of the text of the message.

button to send the email. 

and adding inspection documents 

All documents stored for a statutory inspection are available online, below the email 

ments can also be uploaded. To access these documents:

button on the same row as the action. 

Scroll down to the Inspection Documentation section. 

Any stored documents are listed. 

Click on a document in the list to view it. 

further statutory inspection documents: 

scroll down to the Add a new document section 

select the file to upload by using the Browse... button 

Upload button to upload the selected document. 
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details are clearly set out at the bottom of the text of the message. 

All documents stored for a statutory inspection are available online, below the email 

ments can also be uploaded. To access these documents: 
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8. Exploring the Contractors section

The Contractors section of Tracker Web Server enables you to view the status of 

contractors on your Approved Contractor database.

To display the contractors

1.  Click on the Contractors

 
A list of the ways in which you can filter the 

 

2.  Select an option to view the 

You can display contractors

• Show contractors (approved)

your list 

• Show contractors (not approved)

list who are not

• Show contractors (pending approval)

currently going through the approval process

• Show contractors (approval suspended)

approved but whose approval has been suspended

� New contractors can be added 

Add new contractor link
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Exploring the Contractors section 

on of Tracker Web Server enables you to view the status of 

contractors on your Approved Contractor database. 

contractors: 

Contractors link: 

 
the ways in which you can filter the contractors is displayed. 

Select an option to view the contractors. 

contractors grouped as follows: 

contractors (approved) – to display the approved contractors on 

contractors (not approved) – to display those contractors on your 

list who are not approved 

contractors (pending approval) – to list contractors who are 

currently going through the approval process 

contractors (approval suspended) – to show contractors who were 

approved but whose approval has been suspended. 

n be added to your Approved Contractor database by selecting the 

link, entering the contractor’s details and clicking Save.
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on of Tracker Web Server enables you to view the status of 

 

 

the approved contractors on 

those contractors on your 

contractors who are 

contractors who were 

by selecting the 

details and clicking Save. 
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Contractor details are displayed in a table

telephone numbers

The following screen shows an example

The email addresses of all approved contractors on your system are available for 

selection when sending an email from an action record.

� Refer to Section 6.2, Sending

action. 

8.1 Viewing and adding contractor documents

Documents for your contractors

completed, can be stored 

can also be uploaded. To access these documents

1.  Display the appropriate list of contractors by using a 

2.  Click the Edit button on the same row as the 

The contractor’s det

3.  Scroll down to the 

Any stored documents 

completed forms, 

4.  Click on a document in the list to view it.

5.  To upload further 

• scroll down to the 

• select the file to upload by clicking on the 

• click the Upload
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details are displayed in a table, including information on addresses, 

telephone numbers, approval expiry date and keywords for the work that they do

screen shows an example: 

The email addresses of all approved contractors on your system are available for 

selection when sending an email from an action record. 

.2, Sending an action email, for instructions on sending an email regarding an 

Viewing and adding contractor documents 

Documents for your contractors, such as any questionnaires or surveys they have 

stored and viewed online, below the email facility. New documents 

can also be uploaded. To access these documents for a specific contractor: 

Display the appropriate list of contractors by using a Show contractors

button on the same row as the contractor. 

The contractor’s details are displayed for you to amend as necessary. 

Scroll down to the Contractor Documentation section. 

Any stored documents for the contractor, such as their policy documents or 

completed forms, are listed. 

Click on a document in the list to view it. 

upload further contractor documents: 

scroll down to the Add a new document section 

select the file to upload by clicking on the Browse... button 

Upload button to upload the specified document. 
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, including information on addresses, 

and keywords for the work that they do. 

 

The email addresses of all approved contractors on your system are available for 

for instructions on sending an email regarding an 

such as any questionnaires or surveys they have 

facility. New documents 

 

Show contractors option. 

 

for the contractor, such as their policy documents or 
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9. Maintaining a library

Tracker Web Server provides y

policies and procedures so that they are easily accessible online. You can access this 

library from various places

To display policies and procedures

1.  Click on the Library

 

Alternatively:  

Scroll down below any of the tables or lists (of reports, actions, inspections or 

contractors) on Tracker Web Server until you come to the 

Procedures) section.

A list of the policies and procedu

following example.

 

2.  Click on a document name to display it.

10. Taking an Online Training course

Online Training courses are also available on the Tracker Web Server. These consist 

of a learning resource, such as 

questions. Your training administrator must set you up as a student and make a course 

available to you before you can take an Online Training course.

To take an Online Training course:

1.  Go to the URL provided by your training administrator and log in with the 

credentials they provide you with.

A list of the courses available to you is displayed.

Tracker Web Server

 

Maintaining a library 

Tracker Web Server provides you with a section in which to store documents such as 

policies and procedures so that they are easily accessible online. You can access this 

library from various places on the Tracker Web Server. 

To display policies and procedures: 

Library link on the home page: 

Scroll down below any of the tables or lists (of reports, actions, inspections or 

contractors) on Tracker Web Server until you come to the Library (Policies & 

section. 

A list of the policies and procedures you have stored is displayed, as in the 

following example. 

Click on a document name to display it. 

Taking an Online Training course 

Online Training courses are also available on the Tracker Web Server. These consist 

a learning resource, such as a video, presentation, audio file etc, and a series of 

questions. Your training administrator must set you up as a student and make a course 

available to you before you can take an Online Training course. 

To take an Online Training course: 

provided by your training administrator and log in with the 

credentials they provide you with. 

A list of the courses available to you is displayed. 
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documents such as 

policies and procedures so that they are easily accessible online. You can access this 

Scroll down below any of the tables or lists (of reports, actions, inspections or 

Library (Policies & 

res you have stored is displayed, as in the 

 

Online Training courses are also available on the Tracker Web Server. These consist 

a video, presentation, audio file etc, and a series of 

questions. Your training administrator must set you up as a student and make a course 

provided by your training administrator and log in with the 
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2.  Select the course that you want to take by clicking the 

to the required cour

The selected course is displayed.

3.  Run the learning resource in the manner appropriate to its format

This may, for example, mean clicking a 

4.  When the learning resource for the course has finished, click the link at the 

bottom to take the examination for the course.

Some explanatory text is displayed to inform you of the form the questions will 

take. 

Tracker Web Server

 

 

Select the course that you want to take by clicking the Select this course

to the required course. 

The selected course is displayed. 

learning resource in the manner appropriate to its format. 

This may, for example, mean clicking a Play button to play a video. 

When the learning resource for the course has finished, click the link at the 

tom to take the examination for the course. 

Some explanatory text is displayed to inform you of the form the questions will 
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Select this course link next 

 

When the learning resource for the course has finished, click the link at the 

Some explanatory text is displayed to inform you of the form the questions will 
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5.  Read the text displayed and then click the 

The first question is displayed. For example:

6.  Select the answer that you think best answers the question by clicking the 

appropriate radio button and clicking 

The next question is displayed.

7.  Answer all the questions.

When you have answered the final question, a results screen is displayed 

indicating how many questions you answered correctly and whether you have 

passed or failed. 

8.  If you have passed, click the link to print your certificate. 
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Read the text displayed and then click the Click here to start link. 

The first question is displayed. For example: 

 

the answer that you think best answers the question by clicking the 

appropriate radio button and clicking Submit Answer. 

The next question is displayed. 

Answer all the questions. 

When you have answered the final question, a results screen is displayed 

indicating how many questions you answered correctly and whether you have 

 

If you have passed, click the link to print your certificate.  
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the answer that you think best answers the question by clicking the 

When you have answered the final question, a results screen is displayed 

indicating how many questions you answered correctly and whether you have 
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9.  If you have not passed, click on the link to return to the course listings where you 

have the option to retake the course.

11. Closing down Tracker Web Server

When you have finished viewing your documents on Tracker Web Server you can exit 

the system by closing the 

Tracker Web Server

 

If you have not passed, click on the link to return to the course listings where you 

n to retake the course. 

 

Closing down Tracker Web Server 

When you have finished viewing your documents on Tracker Web Server you can exit 

the system by closing the Browser. 
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If you have not passed, click on the link to return to the course listings where you 

When you have finished viewing your documents on Tracker Web Server you can exit 


